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Jaw Crusher: Crusher

The ZenithJaw Crusher are ideally suitable for primary and secondary crushing, with low power consumption and easy maintenance. Every feature of
these crushers has been carefully designed to provide superior quality and performance. The jaw crushers are widely used for crushing various
materials like stone, granite, trap rock, coke, coal, manganese ore, iron ore, emery, fused aluminum, oxide, fused calcium carbide, lime stone, quartzite,
alloys, etc. These crushers are recommended by leading consultants in this field and are used by hundreds of customers all over the world. Impact
Crusher Cone Crusher?

The zenith cone crusher has been developed to crush high or medium hardness material ,such as iron ore ,copper ore, limestone, quartz, granite, and
sand stones, ect. And The crusher is used in metallurgical, construction, road building, chemical, silicate Industries.The cone crusher has the advantage
of reliable construction, high prod activity , easy adjustment and less cost in operation. The spring release system of crusher acts an overload protection
system that allows tramp to pass through the crushing chamber without damage to the crusher, use dry oil, water, two kinds of sealed formation. Cone
crusher made plaster stone and engine oil separated, assured reliable performance. The type of crushing chamber depend upon the size of feed and
fineness of the crushed product. The standard type is applied to medium crushing, the medium type is applied to medium or fine crushing and the short
head is applied to fine crushing. Jaw Crusher The main features of cone crusher: 1.The zenith cone crushes by the change of the gap in the crushing
cavity .The gap is opened and closed by the gyration of main shaft, which is derived by motor through cone gears. 2.The zenith cone crusher is of high
reduction ratio, high performance, low power consumption, and uniform size products. The crusher machine has been used in the secondary and tertiary
crushing. 3.The cone crusher consists of body frame, transmission shaft, eccentric sleeve, cone bearing, breaking cone, supporting sleeve, adjusting
sleeve, feeding part,spring,elastic coupling ,lubrication part , electric part, ect.

Cone Crusher Stone Crusher: Hammer Crusher The Zenith Vertical Shaft Impact Crusher is widely used for crushing of hard and crispy materials, such
as rocks, grinding materials, refractory materials, cement clinkers, quartzite, iron ores and concrete aggregates.The sand making machine is especially
suitable for the sand and sandstone making for construction and road paving. The crusher can cycle many times with the close circuit and the sieve
device will control the granularity of Roller Mill finished products.This vertical shaft impact crusher is applied widely for the powder process of mineral
product including mental and non-metal ore, fireproof material, bauxite, diamond dust, glass raw materials, architectural materials, artificial sand and all
kinds of metal ore materials, especially which has more advantages than any other machines in processing the more and most hard materials Vibrating
Screen Features: Raymond Mill 1. Excellent performance and high final fineness 2. Safe and user-friendly 3. Smooth and quiet operation 4. Minimum
maintenance 5. Heavy duty design 6. Long service life 7. Standard replacement parts 8. Cost effective 9. Cubically shaped product 10. High productivity
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